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Abstract. Statistical methods for estimating genetic parentage are increasingly applied to accom-

modate limited marker polymorphism and the incomplete sampling of individuals. Neff et al.

(2000a, Mol. Ecol. 9, 515–528; 2000b, Mol. Ecol. 9, 529–539) published a method (Pat) that

estimates the proportion of next-generation individuals sired by a focal male, taking into account

that the male may be genetically compatible, by random chance, with offspring that are not his

own. Here we employ this method to reestimate paternity of 68 nest-guarding males from several

fish species. The difference between the conventional exclusion-based estimate and Pat was >0.05 in

only four of the 68 (5.9%) fish nests analyzed. An analytical formula shows that the difference

between the two estimates is expected to be negligible if the focal male is consistent with a large

proportion of the genotyped offspring, or if marker polymorphism is high. In addition, computer

simulations illustrate how numbers of marker loci and their levels of genetic polymorphism, as well

as the mating system of the organism under study, can influence estimates of paternity derived from

exclusion-based estimates and Pat. Finally, we discuss various applications of these estimators

including cases where additional biological information is present in the form of behavioral ob-

servations on parental care.
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Introduction

Genetic studies of parentage in natural populations can become increasingly

sophisticated as molecular technologies improve. It is now quite feasible to

genotype hundreds or thousands of progeny and associated putative parents,

allowing researchers to address previously intractable questions about mater-

nity and paternity in nature (Hughes, 1998; Birkhead, 2000; Avise, 2001; Avise

et al., 2002). Associated with this effort is the need to develop appropriate
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statistical estimators. The simplest of these, parentage exclusion, has been used

extensively to document extra-pair fertilizations and intra-specific brood para-

sitism in avian taxa (see Møller and Ninni, 1998). A genetic exclusion occurs

whenever the genotype of a candidate parent is inconsistent with its being the

true biological parent of an offspring in question.

A common situation arises where the goal is to determine the proportion of

offspring in a nest attributable to a focal putative parent. When several off-

spring are present, a conventional estimate of paternity (or maternity) is cal-

culated by subtracting from 1.0 the proportion of offspring whose genotypes

exclude a particular candidate father (or mother). Recently, Neff et al.

(2000a,b) published a method that corrects this estimate by incorporating the

possibility that a focal parent might also be genetically compatible with a given

offspring by random chance (given the allele frequencies in the adult popula-

tion). Neff’s approach should be beneficial to parentage studies where large

numbers of offspring have been sampled.

Although similar to parentage assignment techniques (e.g., Marshall et al.,

1998), Neff’s method attempts to infer parentage for a focal parent or parent-

pair, rather than simultaneously assessing parentage among all candidates.

Neff’s formulas were derived to estimate the paternity of a focal male (Pat) or

the maternity of a focal female (Mat) under three biological models, one of

which (the ‘two-sex multiple mating model’) then was used to estimate pater-

nity of nest-guarding male bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus) when some of

the associated fry were suspected to have been sired by cuckolding males. To be

consistent with the biological setting considered here (nest-tending males), this

current paper will refer to paternity estimation, but analogous results would

apply to estimates of maternity in relevant situations.

The two-sex multiple mating model was developed to estimate the propor-

tion of next-generation individuals (NGIs) parented by a given adult when

multiple adults of both sexes may have genetically contributed to these off-

spring. The paternity of the focal male is calculated as

Pat ¼ ngdad �NGdad

1 �NGdad
; ð1Þ

(Neff et al. 2000a), where NGdad is the proportion of offspring expected to be

compatible with the nest-attendant male by chance based upon allele fre-

quencies in the population of adult breeders (equivalent to the specific exclu-

sion probability for the neither-parent known scenario from Garber and

Morris, 1983), and ngdad is the observed proportion of offspring genetically

compatible with the nest-attendant male. Thus, ngdad is the conventional (or

uncorrected) exclusion-based estimate of paternity, and Pat is a downward-

adjusted estimate incorporating the possibility of a spurious genetic compa-

tibility between candidate parent and juvenile. Note also that Pat can be
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negative (unlike the traditional exclusion-based measure, which is a percentage

or proportion).

Here we highlight important factors to consider when designing, imple-

menting and interpreting parentage studies. Our goals are to: (1) estimate Pat

for a large number of genetically analyzed nest-guarding males from several

fish species and compare these results to published paternity estimates based on

the traditional uncorrected exclusion approach; (2) analytically and numeri-

cally assess how several parameters – marker polymorphism, the proportion of

offspring genetically compatible with the focal male, the genetic mating system,

and the number of analyzed offspring – affect the performance of these two

estimators; and (3) suggest biological scenarios where Pat may be particularly

beneficial.

Methods

Paternity statistics were calculated for a total of 68 fish nests previously sur-

veyed genetically from the redbreast sunfish (Lepomis auritus), the spotted

sunfish (Lepomis punctatus), and the tessellated darter (Etheostoma olmstedi).

Background information on these empirical studies is given in Table 1. In each

of these species, breeding males guard nests into which multiple females con-

tribute eggs (which may be fertilized by the guardian male or cuckolding

males). The estimated paternity of the attendant male was calculated for each

nest as: (1) the traditional exclusion-based estimate (ngdad) from the published

studies; and (2) the corrected Pat estimate (Neff et al., 2000a). The difference

between the two estimates was calculated as ngdad � Pat. Data from three nests

were disregarded in the current analysis either because the nest-guarding male

was not captured, or his genotype was inconsistent with all of the analyzed

NGIs from his nest.

Computer simulated nests were used to assess the performance of the ex-

clusion-based estimate and Pat. Briefly, a specified number of adults of each

Table 1. Empirical data sets reanalyzed in the current study

Species Number of

loci

Number of

nests surveyed

Mean number of

embryos sampled

pae Reference

Redbreast sunfish 2 24 40 0.90 DeWoody

et al. (1998)

Spotted sunfish 2 28 48 0.88 DeWoody

et al. (2000a)

Tessellated darter 6 16 38 0.71 DeWoody

et al. (2000b)

aCumulative exclusion probability (combined across loci) calculated using Equation (2a) from

Jamieson and Taylor (1997).
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sex (see below) was sampled randomly from a hypothetical population at

Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, and one of those selected individuals was as-

signed as the focal male (i.e., the male whose paternity is to be estimated). Each

selected female was equally likely to be the mother of a given offspring (NGI),

and any male could mate with any female. In each trial (simulated nest),

genotypes of 100 NGIs then were generated under Mendelian inheritance,

arbitrarily assuming that the focal male had a probability of 0.5 of being the

sire of each NGI and that the other selected males were all equally likely to

have sired the remaining offspring. To avoid stochastic effects of limited

sampling of progeny from a nest, we analyzed all of the 100 NGIs in each

simulation trial (but see below). From the simulated genetic data, the pater-

nity of each focal male was calculated as both the exclusion-based estimate

(ngdad) and Pat. In each nest, the focal male’s true paternity was known,

and the intent was to examine the performance of the paternity estimators

to recover this known parameter.

To assess the effects of parental numbers, simulations were conducted for

10,000 nests under each of six different scenarios of contributing parents: two

males (m)/2 females (f), 3m/3f, 4m/4f, 5m/5f, 10m/10f, or ‘RUG’ (random

union of gametes). To clarify, 3m/3f indicates that the focal male had a 50%

chance of being the father with the remaining two males each having a 25%

chance, and each of the three females had a probability of 1/3 of being the

mother (independent of which male was the father). Under RUG, the focal

male again had a probability of 0.5 of being the father of any given offspring,

but the offspring’s other allele (and both alleles for offspring not sired by the

focal male) were randomly chosen based on the allele frequencies in the adult

population. RUG was designed to approximate conditions under which a large

(effectively infinite) number of parents contributed to the simulated nest.

A single locus with 35 equally frequent alleles was used in these simulations

so that the proportion of offspring expected to be compatible with the focal

male by chance (average NGdad ¼ 0.11) was similar to the empirical value

observed in the actual fish nests surveyed from nature (recalculated from

published data as average NGdad ¼ 0.12). To assess the effects of marker

polymorphism (NGdad) on the exclusion-based estimate and Pat, simulations

were conducted for 10,000 trials under 18 other scenarios that differed in the

numbers of equally frequent alleles at one or multiple loci (Table 2). In these

trials, five parents of each sex contributed to the nest as described above. The

effect of varying male contribution was also investigated for a set of empirically

determined allele frequencies. Here it was assumed that two males sire the

progeny with the focal male contributing between 10 and 90% of the 100

offspring analyzed, and five females contributing equally. Two loci were used,

with the number of alleles and frequencies equal to those estimated in the

redbreast sunfish study (see Table 1 and DeWoody et al., 1998).
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In all simulations, allele frequencies in the population were assumed to be

known, rather than estimated from a large population sample. Under each set

of conditions, the following were recorded: (1) the average difference between

the true paternity and each estimate of paternity; (2) the percentage of trials in

which each estimator ‘perfectly’ estimated paternity (i.e., was within 0.01 of the

true paternity of the focal male); and (3) the average magnitude of the error

when the estimator was less than perfect. The magnitude of the error was

calculated as the absolute value of the difference between the true and esti-

mated paternity.

A final set of simulations was completed to investigate the effects of sampling

a limited number of offspring from the nest. A single locus with 10 equally

frequent alleles was used and either 10, 25, 50 or 100 offspring were analyzed

from a total nest of 100 individuals. Simulations were conducted assuming that

either two males and two females (2m/2f) or 10 males and 10 females (10m/10f)

contributed to the simulated nests.

Results

Empirical difference between paternity estimators

For most of the real-life fish nests analyzed, the difference between the uncor-

rected (ngdad) and corrected (Pat) estimates of paternity was negligible

(Table 3). Indeed, incorporating the possibility of a spurious compatibility of

offspring with the focal male changed the traditional paternity estimate by more

than 0.05 in only four of the 68 nests (5.9%) surveyed from nature (in bold in

Table 3). In two of these nests (LA11 and EO8), the relative contributions of the

nest-guarding males were estimated effectively as 0% by Pat (i.e., Pat was <0),

even though the focal males were consistent at face value with having sired 8.0

and 23.3% of the NGIs, respectively. Additionally, Pat would be negative when

a male was not compatible with any of the sampled offspring.

Table 2. Average NGdad values for various numbers of loci with equally frequent alleles at each

locus

Number of equally frequent alleles

5 alleles 10 alleles 15 alleles 20 alleles 25 alleles 50 alleles

1 locus 0.583 0.343 0.241 0.186 0.150 0.078

2 loci 0.340 0.120 0.058 0.034 0.023 0.006

5 loci 0.068 0.005 0.0008 0.0002 7.8 · 10)5 2.8 · 10)6

These values can be calculated as (1�pe)n where pe is the exclusion probability assuming neither-

parent known (Equation (2b) from Jamieson and Taylor, 1997) and n is the number of loci.
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Analytical difference between estimators

Given the close agreement between the exclusion-based estimate and Pat in

most (but not all) of the fish nests analyzed above, an analytical expression for

their difference should help reveal the general biological conditions under

Table 3. Paternity estimates for nest-guarding males in empirical genetic studies of three fish

species (LA, Lepomis auritus; LP, L. punctatus; EO, Etheostoma olmstedi)

Nest NGdad Exclusion-based Estimate Difference (ngdad ) Pat)

(ngdad) Pat

LA01 0.021 0.900 0.898 0.002

LA11 0.081 0.080 0.000 0.080

LA12 0.162 0.940 0.928 0.012

LA13 0.048 0.983 0.982 0.001

LA18 0.068 0.955 0.951 0.004

LA19 0.243 0.979 0.973 0.006

LA26 0.052 0.994 0.994 0.000

LA27 0.021 0.957 0.956 0.001

LA28 0.053 0.990 0.989 0.001

LA35 0.011 0.727 0.724 0.003

LA36 0.086 0.945 0.929 0.006

LP01 0.216 0.983 0.978 0.005

LP02 0.009 0.980 0.980 0.000

LP10 0.239 0.982 0.977 0.005

LP12 0.065 0.957 0.955 0.002

LP13 0.098 0.963 0.959 0.004

LP14 0.124 0.989 0.987 0.002

LP17 0.146 0.979 0.976 0.003

LP18 0.065 0.976 0.975 0.001

LP21 0.275 0.980 0.973 0.007

LP23 0.228 0.932 0.912 0.020

LP27 0.044 0.983 0.982 0.001

LP29 0.034 0.958 0.957 0.001

EO4 0.154 0.400 0.291 0.109

EO6 0.261 0.475 0.290 0.185

EO8 0.239 0.233 0.000 0.233

EO15 0.156 0.936 0.924 0.012

41 nestsa 0.021–0.772 1.00 1.00 0.000

Mean 0.157 0.930 0.919 0.011

Modified meanb 0.118 0.827 0.801 0.026

Shown for each of 68 nests are: the proportions of offspring whose genotypes are expected by

random chance to be compatible with that of the nest-guarding male (NGdad); the traditional

exclusion-based estimate of paternity (ngdad); the ‘corrected’ paternity estimate (Pat); and the

difference between the uncorrected and corrected estimates. Nests in which the difference between

the two paternity estimates >0.05 are in bold.
a The genotype of the nest-guardian male was consistent with paternity for all of his putative

offspring.
bModified mean was calculated without the 41 nests where the focal male was genetically

compatible with all of the analyzed NGIs.
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which these estimates are (or are not) likely to differ substantially. Subtracting

Pat (Equation 1) from ngdad shows that the difference between the conven-

tional exclusion-based estimate of paternity (ngdad) and Pat is

ngdad � Pat ¼
NGdad 1 � ngdadð Þ

1 �NGdad
: ð2Þ

Neff et al. (2000a,b) did not provide this explicit formula, but they correctly

noted that the difference between the two estimates increases as ngdad decreases

or as NGdad increases. Inspection of Equation (2) also reveals that the differ-

ence between the two estimates approaches infinity as NGdad approaches 1, and

that it does so at an increasing rate as ngdad approaches 0. Two other points

about Equation (2) are highlighted in Figure 1. First, if the focal male is

consistent with a large proportion of the NGIs (i.e., ngdad is high), then the

difference between the exclusion-based estimate and Pat is very small. This is

true even when NGdad is rather high (as would be true if marker polymorphism

is relatively low). The results from the empirically sampled fish nests further

demonstrate this point. The four nests in which the difference between the two

estimates differed by more than 0.05 (LA11, EO4, EO6, and EO8; Table 3) all

had the focal male compatible with <50% of the analyzed offspring. Second,

the difference between the two estimates is also very small when NGdad is low

(as would be true for highly polymorphic markers), even when the focal male is

genetically compatible with only a small portion of the NGIs (i.e., when ngdad
is low).
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Figure 1. Analytical differences between the conventional exclusion-based estimate (ngdad) and the

corrected (Pat) estimate of paternity as functions of the expected proportions of offspring geneti-

cally compatible with the focal male by chance (NGdad), and the proportions of offspring whose

genotypes at face value are consistent with fatherhood by the focal male (ngdad, exclusion-based

estimate). Shown are curves (based on Equation 2) for levels of ngdad ranging from 0.05 to 0.95.
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Parental numbers and marker polymorphism

Computer trials (using simulated nests with known paternity) allowed us to

examine how variation in parental numbers might affect the relative perfor-

mance of the paternity estimators. The first point to emerge from these sim-

ulations is that under all the conditions investigated, Pat was an unbiased

estimator of paternity. The average difference between the true value and Pat

was virtually zero, with roughly equal numbers of estimates being too large or

too small (Fig. 2). In contrast, the traditional exclusion-based estimate was

biased, overestimating the true paternity of the focal male when it erred (Fig.

2). As expected, increasing the number of equally frequent alleles or the

number of loci decreased the bias associated with the conventional exclusion-

based method. For example, with five parents of each sex, the exclusion-based

method overestimated the true paternity on average by 0.3 using a single locus

with only five equally frequent alleles, by 0.1 with 20 alleles at a single locus,

and by only 0.001 with five loci each with 20 alleles.

Although lack of bias is arguably the most desirable characteristic of an

estimator, the average error by itself fails to convey some valuable information

regarding the performance of Pat and the traditional exclusion-based estimate.

For this reason we additionally present how often each estimator ‘perfectly’

estimates paternity (i.e., was within 0.01 of the true value) and the magnitude

of the error when the estimator performs less than perfectly. Our criteria of

‘perfect,’ although arbitrary, does reveal additional information regarding the

performance of these two methods not disclosed by the average error, and
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Figure 2. Histogram showing the difference between the true paternity and the estimated paternity

for either the exclusion-based estimate (ngdad) or Pat based upon 10,000 simulated fish nests.

Results shown assume a single locus with 35 equally frequent alleles and five parents of each sex

contributing to the progeny array.
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it provides an intuitive criteria by which to assess the variability of the error

estimates.

The number of contributing parents clearly influences these estimators, as

demonstrated by how often the true value is estimated perfectly (Fig. 3A). The

percentage of trials where the exclusion-based estimate was within 1% of the

true value declined steadily as the number of parents contributing to the NGIs

in a nest increased, whereas an opposite trend was observed for the Pat esti-

mator. In addition, the number of parents contributing to the NGIs also in-

fluenced the magnitude of error when the estimator was less than perfect (Fig.

3B). For both estimators, this absolute error decreased as the number of

contributing parents increased, especially for the exclusion-based estimate.

Although Pat was less likely to estimate paternity perfectly, its average abso-

lute error was smaller than for the exclusion-based estimate.
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Figure 3. Percentages of estimates (from a total of 60,000 simulated fish nests) in which either Pat

or the conventional exclusion-based estimate of paternity (ngdad) were: (A) perfect, and (B) im-

perfect. The ‘perfect’ estimates were those within 1% of the true (computer-known) value of

paternity. Shown are the outcomes under six different scenarios for parental numbers per nest,

assuming a single locus with 35 equally frequent alleles (average NGdad ¼ 0.110).
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Results described thus far assumed a single locus with 35 equally frequent

alleles. Regardless of the number of alleles or the number of loci analyzed, Pat

appeared to be an unbiased estimator whereas the traditional exclusion-based

approached overestimated paternity when it erred. The level of marker poly-

morphism as well as the number of loci analyzed, however, can affect the

proportion of perfect estimates and the magnitude of these errors. As might be

expected, the proportion of perfect estimates increased with increases in the

number of loci employed or the number of equally frequent alleles at each locus

(Fig. 4A–C). With one or two loci, the absolute error for both estimators

generally decreased as marker polymorphism increased (Fig. 4D,E). When the

number of loci was increased to five, however, Pat’s absolute error increased

with increasing marker polymorphism (Fig. 4F), but this reflects <10% of the

trials because Pat was perfect more than 90% of the time under these condi-
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Figure 4. Percentages of estimates in which either Pat or the conventional exclusion-based estimate

of paternity (ngdad) were: (A–C) perfect, and (D–F) imperfect. ‘Perfect’ estimates were those within

1% of the true (computer-known) value of paternity. Shown are the outcomes for 18 different

scenarios (a total of 180,000 simulated fish nests) that differ in the number of equally frequent

alleles and in the number of loci (A and D, one locus; B and E, two loci; C and F, five loci), when

five different parents of each sex contributed to the nest.
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tions. Again, as compared to the exclusion-based estimate, Pat was less likely

to estimate paternity perfectly, but when it did err the magnitude of the de-

parture was often smaller.

It is also important to recognize that the exact performance of either

estimator cannot necessarily be predicted simply by the value of NGdad for the

empirical markers. For example, the proportion of perfect estimates varied

dramatically among three sets of markers with roughly equivalent mean NGdad

values (Fig. 5). Under these three conditions, the exclusion-based estimate

performed best with only a single, highly polymorphic locus, whereas Pat

performed best with multiple markers each with relatively low polymorphism.

The proportions of analyzed offspring sired by the focal male will impact the

performance of both Pat and the conventional exclusion-based method. For

both methods, the percentage of perfect estimates increased (Fig. 6A) and the

average magnitude of error decreased (Fig. 6B) as the focal male truly sired a

higher proportion of the analyzed offspring. As before, the conventional ex-

clusion-based estimate tended to assess paternity perfectly more often than Pat

(Fig. 6A), but the average magnitude of error was larger for the exclusion-

based approach (Fig. 6B). These simulations also support the analytical results

that the difference between the conventional exclusion-based estimate and Pat

is small when the focal male is the true parent of a large proportion of the

progeny (Fig. 6).
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Figure 5. Percentages of estimates (from a total of 30,000 simulated fish nests) in which either Pat

or the conventional exclusion-based estimate of paternity (ngdad) were within 1% of the true

(computer-known) value of paternity by the guardian male. Shown are the outcomes for three

different scenarios that differ in the number of loci and in the number of equally frequent alleles,

assuming that five different parents of each sex contributed to the nest. Average NGdad values were

chosen to be similar across the three conditions: one locus with 35 alleles (average NGdad ¼ 0.11),

two loci with 10 alleles each (average NGdad ¼ 0.12), or five loci with four alleles each (average

NGdad ¼ 0.14).
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The simulations assumed that all 100 of the available offspring had been an-

alyzed. The number of offspring sampled from the nest, however, also will

affect the estimates of paternity. Regardless of the number of offspring sam-

pled, Pat remained an unbiased estimator whereas the traditional exclusion-

based method tended to overestimate the true paternity. The variance in the

estimates, however, was affected by both the number of offspring sampled from

the nest and the number of contributing parents. Although Pat had a larger

variance than the traditional exclusion-based estimate, the variance for both

estimators declined as either the number of analyzed progeny or the number of

contributing parents increased (Fig. 7).
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Figure 6. Percentages of estimates in which either Pat or the conventional exclusion-based estimate

of paternity (ngdad) were: (A) perfect, and (B) imperfect, assuming the empirically estimated

number of loci and allele frequencies in a redbreast sunfish population (DeWoody et al., 1998).

‘Perfect’ estimates were those within 1% of the true (computer-known) value of paternity. Shown

are the outcomes for nine different scenarios (a total of 90,000 simulated fish nests) that differ in the

true paternity of the focal male.
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Discussion

Due to the joint influences of natural selection and stochastic processes, most

natural populations are apt to be characterized by high variances in repro-

ductive success (e.g., Li and Hedgecock, 1998). In studying such phenomena,

researchers could benefit from accurate genetic estimates of the proportion of

NGIs contributed by focal adults. Toward that end, Neff et al. (2000a,b)

provided a novel statistical approach designed to estimate genetic paternity

(Pat) or maternity (Mat) in populations where offspring and their candidate

parents are sampled incompletely. Here, using empirical genetic data from

several nest-tending fish species, as well as analytical treatments and computer

simulations, we have examined the performance of the Neff estimators vis-á-vis

traditional exclusion-based estimates of genetic parentage.

Does correcting for random compatibility matter?

As demonstrated in both the theoretical and empirical appraisals, the differ-

ence between Pat and the conventional exclusion-based estimate of paternity

can be negligible, particularly when highly polymorphic molecular markers are

used or when the focal male is genetically compatible with the majority of the

analyzed NGIs. Our findings are consistent with a recent report in which Neff

(2001) found that the difference between Pat and the exclusion-based estimate

of paternity was >0.05 in only two of 39 (5%) of bluegill sunfish (Lepomis
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Figure 7. Variances of Pat and exclusion-based (ngdad) estimates of paternity (from a total of

40,000 simulated fish nests) as a function of the number of offspring sampled and the number of

parents contributing to the nest. For these simulations, 10, 25, 50 or 100 offspring were analyzed

assuming either two males and two females (2m/2f, shown in squares) or 10 males and 10 females

(10m/10f; circles) contributed to the progeny array. Estimates from Pat are shown with a solid line

and solid marks; estimates from the exclusion-based method are shown with a dashed line and open

marks. All simulations assumed a single locus with 10 equally frequent alleles.
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macrochirus) nests, that the mean difference was only 0.014, and that the ex-

clusion-based estimate in all cases was well within the 95% confidence limits

for Pat. Although Neff (2001) concluded that Pat is the most appropriate

estimator, these examples also underline the point that traditional appraisals of

parentage (when marker polymorphism is high) provide accurate, face-value

estimates that typically differ very little from ‘corrected’ estimates (see also

DeWoody et al., 2000c; Fiumera et al., 2001).

Behavioral observations and parentage

Genetic deductions can often be improved by incorporating relevant beha-

vioral or ecological information (Hughes, 1998). Consider the two-sex multiple

mating model (Neff et al., 2000a). Based on its derivation, this model would

seem to apply to the case in which one attempts to estimate the proportion of

NGIs sired by a nest-guarding male when multiple females deposited eggs in

his nest and cuckolding males may have sired a portion of the progeny. Ap-

plying this method, however, fails to acknowledge the biological observation

that the focal male was captured while caring for the offspring analyzed. Thus,

even if the guardian was the true sire, the Pat approach would attribute some

fraction of those offspring to cuckolder males because of random-chance

genotypic compatibility. More generally, the a priori probability that the

guardian male is the true sire is likely neither to be one (as assumed by the

exclusion-based estimate) nor equally distributed across all males in the popu-

lation (as assumed by Neff et al., 2000a; see also Smouse and Meagher, 1994

and Harshman and Clark, 1998). If, however, this a priori probability could be

calculated appropriately, the derivation of Pat would allow it to be incorpo-

rated into the paternity estimate (see Equations A1.28 and A1.29 in Neff et al.,

2000b).

Appropriate biological scenarios for Pat

There are many biological settings for which the Pat method will likely find

useful and appropriate application. For example, many fish species and marine

invertebrates are broadcast spawners, release their eggs over a wide area, and

provide no parental care to the young. In such contexts, the Pat-estimated

proportion of NGIs attributable to a randomly captured adult could find

proper use in estimating the reproductive success of particular potential

breeders. Such data then might be applied to estimate the variance among

adults in reproductive success (as required in turn, for example, for estimating

effective population size), or used as a basis for identifying phenotypic corre-

lates of fitness. In such settings, there may be no independent information (e.g.,

from microspatial data) on the association of offspring and probable parents
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and, thus, no biological reason to suspect that one individual is more likely

than another to be the parent of a randomly chosen NGI of compatible

genotype. Then, correcting for random genetic compatibility could be quite

valuable, as would determining the confidence limits to place around these

estimates.

Recall that Pat performed better when many parents contributed to the

analyzed offspring. When only one cuckolder male contributes to the NGIs, it

is unlikely that he will share any alleles with the focal male, and the traditional

exclusion-based estimate will perform ‘perfectly’ for most nests. If many cuc-

kolder males were sires, however, it is more likely that some of these will

happen to share alleles with the focal male. Then, the actual proportion of

NGIs compatible with the focal male by random-chance approaches NGdad,

and the estimate of paternity calculated from Pat approaches the true pater-

nity. In many broadcast-spawning fishes, tens or hundreds of individuals of

both sexes often spawn in a restricted area. This is the type of condition where

Pat appears to perform especially well in correcting for spurious attributions of

genetic paternity to a focal male.

In addition to such single population applications, comparative studies

could be facilitated by the Neff et al. (2000a,b) method. For example, Pat will

allow researchers to compare the average paternity of males in two or more

populations (of the same or different species) that differ in biologically inte-

resting ways, such as in their operational sex ratios or population densities. The

average estimate of paternity, using Pat, should be unbiased for large samples

of focal males, thus permitting meaningful cross-population comparisons that

take into account any differences in the resolving power of the genetic markers.

A related aspect of the Pat approach is its utility in assessing the power of the

available markers and in determining how to gain the most information by

manipulating the numbers of individuals sampled and loci analyzed (details in

Neff et al., 2000b).

Additional points

Even when applied in appropriate biological settings, any statistical estimator

of paternity can have limitations. Consider, for example, a situation in which

many males have contributed to the analyzed NGIs in such a way that the

relative contribution of any one male is likely to be small. Visual inspection of

Equation (1) reveals that if ngdad � NGdad, then Pat is zero or negative. Thus,

to obtain valid estimates of low-level paternity using Pat (or any other meth-

od), the proportions of NGIs that are genetically compatible with the focal

parent by random chance must be low.

In addition, the goals for each particular study should be carefully consi-

dered, as the relative performance of various estimators may change over the
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possible parameter space. For example, is the research goal to obtain unbiased

population-level paternity estimates averaged across many nests, or is it to

accurately estimate the number of unshared parents contributing to individual

nests? Fiumera et al. (2001) demonstrated that a few, highly polymorphic

markers performed much better than several relatively low polymorphism

markers when estimating the number of parents contributing to half-sib

progeny arrays. Here, however, we demonstrate that Pat appears to perform

better when estimating paternity rates (all else being equal) with multiple loci.

Although techniques such as Pat will likely improve paternity estimates under

many biological scenarios, it is equally important to recognize that there is no

entirely satisfactory statistical remedy when there is a paucity of marker

polymorphism (and, conversely, no great difference among any of the paternity

estimators when marker polymorphism is very high).
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